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Abstract
The present collection of  essays treats magical realism as a narrative strategy that 
has become a particularly viable medium for representing historical traumata. Each 
essay contributes to the overall concept of  magical realism as a poetics and writing 
mode transgressing geo-cultural, literary, and even its own historical boundaries. The 
writers focus their attention on historical traumata, such as the consequences of  both 
World Wars, but also the terrorist attacks of  September 11, 2001; the transgenerational 
trauma of  the descendants of  Holocaust survivors; the trauma of  displacement of  the 
Turkish peasantry; and even a 19th-century work representing a two-hundred-year-old 
Scottish uprising, all of  which have found expression through magical-realist writing 
techniques. Where factual representation of  a violent reality fails because of  the crisis 
of  meaning, magical imagery takes over.
Résumé
Le présent numéro thématique aborde le réalisme magique comme une stratégie 
narrative qui s’est révélée, au fil du temps, un moyen pérenne et approprié pour trai-
ter des traumatismes historiques. Chaque essai contribue à décrire le réalisme magique 
comme une poétique et un mode de transgression des frontières littéraires, géoculturel-
les, et même de ses propres limites historiques. Les auteurs des textes se penchent sur 
des traumatismes historiques comme les conséquences des deux guerres mondiales ; 
l’Holocauste, vu sous un angle transgénérationnel par la mémoire des survivants ; mais 
aussi les attaques terroristes du 11 septembre 2011 ou le déplacement des populations 
rurales en Turquie. Les techniques d’écriture magico-réalistes ont même inspiré des ro-
mans historiques du xixe siècle, traitant de traumatismes collectifs antérieurs. Là où la 
représentation factuelle d’une réalité violente échoue, la métaphorique magico-réaliste 
prend le relais pour mieux se déployer.
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Writing trAumA
Magical Realism and the Traumatic Imagination
 Since it was coined and first theorized in the early 1920s, the term “magical 
realism” (and its variant �marvellous realism”1) has become one of  the most appeal-
ing and suggestive tools to sketch an aesthetic programme of  a particular kind. How-
ever, any attempt to resort to it as a catchword when surveying European and/or 
world literature might raise quite a few challenges because of  the apparent difficulty 
to homogenize the semantic field of  the concept. However, a magical-realist poet-
ics has undeniably been at work since approximately the end of  most avant-garde 
movements until today. Revisiting traditional Realism inherited from the 19th century 
and incorporating some avant-garde influences which widened and deepened au-
thors’ and readers’ perception (and conception) of  empiric reality, magical realism 
has become an important critical concept in the interpretation of  global fiction. 
 Furthermore, thanks to its potential of  universalization, magical realism 
favours a comparative approach to literary history in many respects. First, it has 
an inherent interdisciplinary dimension, which has been highlighted from the be-
ginning by specialized research on this topic.2 Originating from art critique, the 
concept of  magical realism has also proven applicable to analyses of  paintings and 
films. Universalization implies that magical realism should be suitable to cover the 
entire field world literature, which again underscores the importance of  the his-
toriographical question and the limitations of  each individual case study.3 Finally, 
theoretical discussions of  the concept may require interdisciplinary references to 
philosophy, anthropology, or other social sciences such as psychology, an approach 
that characterizes all essays in the present collection, which chose to focus con-
sistently on the affinities and the interconnectedness between magical realism and 
the theoretical field of  trauma studies. Nevertheless, before exploring the particular 
modalities of  magical-realist writing and �traumatic imagination”, which constitute 
the methodological framework of  this volume, we will first argue for the intrinsic 
versatility of  magical realism, which derives from its overall historiographical and 
theoretical record, in order to outline the premises of  this research.
Without engaging in yet another extensive review of  the convoluted history 
and the numerous chronological twists and turns of  magical-realist scholarship, we 
will only sum up a few essential points, underlying thereby the problem of  parallel 
historiographies which wrote the plural histories of  the concept without necessarily 
1. See Charles W. scHeel, Réalisme magique et Réalisme merveilleux, Paris, L’Harmattan, 2005.
2. See the seminal works of  Jean weisGerber (ed.), Le réalisme magique. Roman-peinture-cinéma, 
Bruxelles, L’Âge d’Homme, 1987 and Lois Parkinson zAmorA & Wendy B. FAris (ed.), Magical Realism. 
Theory, History, Community, Durham & London, Duke University Press, 1995. 
3. See the introduction of  Wendy B. FAris, Ordinary Enchantments. Magical Realism and the Remys-
tification of  Narrative, Nashville, Vanderbilt University Press, 2004, 3. 
8consulting each other. By general consensus in the international research community, 
German art critic Franz Roh’s essays on Magischer Realismus, especially his text devoted 
to �Magical Realism and Post-Expressionism” of  1925, contain indeed the genesis of  
the idea.4 The original foundation of  the concept is important because Roh’s emphasis 
lies on aesthetic construction, not on cultural and geographic identity; the art critic and 
historian �speculates about the quotients of  the real and the imagined, and more par-
ticularly about the status of  the object in Post-Expressionist painting in the twenties in 
Europe”.5 By 1927, Roh’s text was translated and being disseminated in Latin America 
thanks to the Revista de Occidente: �Within a year, Magic Realism was being applied to the 
prose of  European authors in the literary circles of  Buenos Aires”.6 This translation 
proved to be the starting point of  the transfer of  the term to Latin America, and of  its 
eventual appropriation by Latin American writers and intellectuals thirty to forty years 
later. Following Jorge Luis Borges’s translation of  Franz Kafka’s Metamorphosis and 
Angel Flores’ critical essays on magical realism, Latin American writers and scholars 
wandered away from the specific aesthetic discussion anchored in Post-Expressionism 
and Avant-Garde and adopted realismo mágico/real maravilloso as a way of  expression of  
a specific cultural identity based on particular anthropological premises.7 
Wendy B. Faris explains the distinction between two types of  magical realism: 
the �scholarly” type, of  European origin, which �loses itself  in art and conjecture to il-
luminate or construct a speculative universe,” and �the mythic or folkloric type, found 
mainly in Latin America”; in other words, there is an �epistemological [style], in which 
marvels stem from an observer’s vision”, and an �ontological, in which America is 
considered to be itself  marvellous (Alejo Carpentier’s ‘lo real maravilloso’)”.8 How-
ever, Faris also hints at the difficulty of  delimiting with clarity these two strains when 
it comes to concrete analyses of  individual magical-realist works (stories or novels), 
an observation that finds its confirmation in all the literary analyses included in this 
collection. Under the decisive influence of  masterpieces like Gabriel García Márquez’ 
One Hundred Years of  Solitude or Isabel Allende’s The House of  the Spirits, whose popular-
ity has grown along the years, magical realism used to be labelled as a particular genre 
of  Latin-American origin, an approach that proved to be clearly limitative. Nowadays, 
it has certainly pushed its theoretical boundaries and has come to be usually associ-
ated with postcolonial and post-modern ethics and aesthetics. 
The term has often been delimited either by examining �relationships to 
other genres and terms such as realism, surrealism, allegory and the fantastic”9 or 
4. Michael Scheffel points out the appearance of  the term in an earlier essay by Roh about 
the Munich landscape painter Karl Haider and the still earlier occurrence of  magical realism in a 
text in which Germanist Fritz Strich distinguishes Friedrich Schiller’s poetry from Novalis’ magischer 
Idealismus (see Michael scHeFFel, Magischer Realismus. Die Geschichte eines Begriffes und ein Versuch seiner 
Bestimmung, Tübingen, Stauffenburg, 1990, 7-8). It seems that Novalis himself  never spoke of  magi-
scher Realismus, as it is often asserted.
5. zAmorA & FAris, Magical Realism, 7.
6. Irene GuentHer, �Magic Realism, New Objectivity and the Arts during the Weimar Repub-
lic”, in: ibid., 61; see also scHeFFel, Magischer Realismus, 41.
7. See Enrique Anderson imbert, “’Literatura fantástica’, ‘realismo mágico’ y ‘lo real maravil-
loso’”, in: Donald yAtes (ed.), Fantasía y realismo mágico en Iberoamérica, XVI Congreso del Instituto 
Internacional de Literatura Iberoamericana, Michigan State University, 1975, 39-44.
8. FAris (Ordinary Enchantments, 27) refers to earlier research by Jean Weisgerber and Roberto 
González Echevarría.
9. Maggie Ann bowers, Magic(al) Realism, London and New York, Routlegde, 2004, 20. About 
the relationship to the Fantastic see the instructive study by Amaryll Beatrice cHAnAdy, Magical realism 
and the Fantastic: Resolved Versus Unresolved Antinomy, New York, Garland, 1985.
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according to disputed geo-cultural criteria. We believe that the principle of  covering 
magical realism according to its distinct �locations”10 reinforces the existing tendency 
to juxtapose linguistic and cultural areas, as well as the superposition of  parallel re-
search traditions, such as Magischer Realismus in the German-speaking literatures of  the 
interbellum and the post-World War II years, realismo mágico/real maravilloso in the Latin 
American tradition since the 1950s, and magical realism in postcolonial literatures.11 
Thus, the so-called �history of  the concept” inevitably leads to its actual dilution 
and loss of  meaning because of  too many contradictions.12
Therefore, we will avoid establishing any arbitrary (and scholarly unproduc-
tive) hierarchy of  �legitimate” and �less legitimate” formulations of  the concept, 
and will adhere, instead, to a general definition of  magical realism that may later be 
connected, case by case, to specific socio-cultural and aesthetic functions. Wendy 
B. Faris considers magical realism as a poetics or mode of  writing that �combines 
realism and the fantastic so that the marvellous seems to grow organically within 
the ordinary, blurring the distinction between them”.13 Magical realist writing fore-
grounds and at the same time transgresses the traditional borders between reality 
and imagination by rearranging apparently antithetical ontological levels within 
the literary text: the logically and the perceptually verifiable everyday reality, on 
the one hand, and the sensorially ungraspable and unexplainable phenomena of  
the supernatural, on the other. Considering these premises, we foreground the 
psychological and socio-political relevance of  magical realism, and proffer the 
general thesis that magical realist writing has become one of  the most effective, 
albeit controversial, artistic media to represent extreme events. The writing mode 
has indeed demonstrated its potential to adapt and to affect literary productions 
belonging to various cultural spaces and representing histories of  violence, such as 
slavery, colonialism, wars, the Holocaust, genocide, and dictatorships. As a textu-
al representation of  the unspeakable, magical realism gives traumatic events an 
expression that traditional realism failed to accomplish, seemingly because the 
magical realist writing mode and the traumatized subject share the same onto-
logical ground: they both belong to a reality that is constantly escaping witnessing 
through telling. 
Establishing a theoretical link between magical realist writing and trauma 
requires an interdisciplinary conceptual tool; the term that we propose, �trauma-
tic imagination,”14 is intended to describe an empathy-driven consciousness that 
enables authors (and readers as co-authors of  texts) to act out and/or work through 
10. See FAris, Ordinary Enchantments, 27-42; bowers, Magic(al) Realism distinguishes in this re-
spect �Latin America” (33-47), �The English-speaking world” (47-61) and a diffuse category �Main-
land Europe” (61-65).
11. Following this perspective, international scholarship has mostly tended to ignore signifi -
cant contributions to traditional magical-realist theory coming from Germany, Belgium, and Flan-
ders, among other cultural areas: see Christiane vAn de Putte, De Magisch-Realistische Romanpoëtica 
in de Nederlandse en Duitse Literatuur, Louvain/Louvain-la-Neuve, Nauwelaerts/Bureau du Recueil, 
1979; Benoît denis (ed.), Du fantastique réel au réalisme magique, in: Textyles. Revue des lettres belges de langue 
française, 21, 2002.
12. See Hubert rolAnd, �La catégorie du réalisme magique dans l’histoire littéraire du xxème 
siècle: Impasses et perspectives”, in: Hubert rolAnd & Stéphanie vAnAsten (ed.), Les nouvelles voies 
du comparatisme, Gent, Academia Press, 2010, 85-98.
13. FAris, Ordinary Enchantments, 1.
14. See Eugene L. ArvA, The Traumatic Imagination: Histories of  Violence in Magical Realist Fiction, 
Amherst, NY, Cambria Press, 2011, 5.
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trauma by means of  magical realist images. We posit that the traumatic imagination 
may often lead to the production of  literary texts struggling to re-present the unpre-
sentable; moreover, it may also be conceptualized as a consciousness of  survival to 
which the psyche resorts when confronted with the impossibility of  remembering 
extreme events and/or with compulsive repetition of  images of  violence and loss. 
Through magical realist writing, the traumatic imagination transfers to narrative 
memory events that have been precluded from narrativization by trauma. The rela-
tionship between trauma, the physical and/or psychological pain that has caused it 
(the primary and often invisible, inaccessible referent), and imagination reveals an 
extraordinary complexity: unlike the products of  imagination, pain can hardly be 
expressed in language. Consequently, if  we can assume that imagination can com-
pensate for the �objectlessness” of  pain, it follows that magical-realist writing is in 
fact apt to simulate pain because it can turn it into images, that is, perceivable objects 
that language is able to capture and convey to an audience. 
The two contributions in this volume devoted to historical German literature 
attempt to compare and to reconcile different approaches to magical realism. Both 
articles refer to texts that quite evidently belong to the �scholarly” type of  Magischer 
Realismus, which, to our knowledge, has not been given any attention in internation-
al magical-realist scholarship so far.15 Introduced by apparent precursors of  magic-
al realism, such as the German Romantic E.T.A. Hoffmann and Franz Kafka,16 
this corpus of  literary and critical texts written between 1920 and 1960 roughly 
coincides with the so-called Innere Emigration, represented by authors such as Ernst 
Jünger, Hermann Kasack and Elisabeth Langgässer, who did not leave National-
Socialist Germany after 1933, and applied particular techniques of  writing which 
at that time were considered �non-conformist” or even downright subversive. This 
poetics maintained its influence in the precarious post-war years, too.
 The theoretical perspective of  the �traumatic imagination” fully validates 
the integration of  German-speaking authors of  Magischer Realismus, because the 
experience of  both World Wars deeply pervaded their writing experience. One of  
our contributors, Torsten Leine, analyses fictional texts of  the interbellum years by 
Oskar Loerke, Elisabeth Langgässer and Georg Britting, all of  which represent the 
trauma caused by extreme wartime events in the haunting form of  monsters and 
other magical creatures. Loerke’s assimilation of  the printing house into a war ma-
chine in Der Prinz und der Tiger (1920), its workers having become passive wax pup-
pets, shows that the trauma of  war may have been superposed on the one caused 
by modern industrialisation. Langgässer’s characters in her story Triptychon des Teufels 
(1934) anticipate the �cultural hybridity” that will eventually become characteristic 
of  magical realism in postcolonial texts. Her characters are indeed stuck in a volatile 
Franco-German Grenzgebiet during the French occupation of  the Rhine territory 
after the end of  World War I. A disrupted, “mysterious sense of  fluid identities and 
15. Some critical works in English contradictorily associate magical realism with some key 
German novels of  the last fifty years: Günter Grass’s Tin Drum (Die Blechtrommel, 1959), Patrick 
Süskind’ Perfume (Das Parfum, 1985), Michael Ende’s The Neverending Story (Die unendliche Geschichte, 
1979). These last works assimilate magical realism to some logic of  the marvellous, iin the spirit of  
realismo mágico/real maravilloso, neither of  which corresponds to the aesthetics expressed in Magischer 
Realismus.
16. See Hubert rolAnd, �Kafka précurseur du réalisme magique”, in: Kafka. Cahier de l’Herne 
2014, 108, Jean-Pierre morel & Wolfgang AsHolt (eds), 250-256.
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interconnectedness”17 impregnates the temperament of  the inhabitants as well as 
the particular topography of  the landscape in which they are rooted. The inversion 
of  the subject-object relationship (Loerke) or the subject’s enlargement (Entgrenzung) 
via mythical motifs like Dionysos or March (Langgässer) question the framework of  
reality, which constitutes in fact a main distinctive feature of  magical realism. 
Katharina Gefele’s contribution focuses on the immediate memory of  the 
massive bombing of  German cities in the last years of  World War II, pictured in 
post-war novels such as Hermann Kasack’s Die Stadt hinter dem Strom (1947) and 
Hans Erich Nossack’s stories Nekyia (1947) and Der Untergang (1948). These texts 
are fictional testimonies to the collective historical trauma inflicted on the Ger-
man population by the massive bombardment of  the country’s cities. The memory 
of  this large-scale historical violence did not vanish instantaneously from public 
memory, as W.G. Sebald mistakenly argued in his controversial public lectures pub-
lished in Luftkrieg und Literatur (1999). In the texts analyzed by Gefele, the poetics of  
magical realism succeeds to mediate more adequately the dialectical tension between 
memory and the compulsion to repress traumatic experiences than a documen-
tary (�factual”) representation would. Keenly aware of  their nation’s struggle with 
mourning and working through the collective trauma of  war, German writers of  the 
post-war period found themselves confronting a double bind: a �culture of  silence” 
precluding any public acknowledgment of  collective trauma, on the one hand, and 
the expectations of  an �appropriate” (inoffensive) representation of  their personal 
traumatic experiences, on the other. Gefele concludes that magical-realist poetics 
validates the paradoxical relationship between silence and testimony characteristic 
of  a trauma narrative, which is but �story-telling without the actual telling.” 
Right on the other side of  the Eastern German border, another large-scale 
trauma was shaking up different populations in the same years. Territories of  the 
�former German East” (Silesia, East and West Prussia, Brandenburg, Danzig and 
Pomerania) were evacuated; millions of  inhabitants had to flee across the border, 
whereas others from the Polish-Ukrainian region of  Galicia were forced to move 
to Silesia and to other parts of  Poland. Sabine Egger deals with this particular 
experience of  displacement, �uprootedness” and verlorene Heimat as it is �reimag-
ined” from a transgenerational perspective, which constitutes in many respects the 
common guiding principle of  this collection. Repression was at work among the 
first generation of  German-speaking refugees, who were facing the risk of  being 
accused of  relativizing things when opening up about their suffering. However, sec-
ond- and third-generation authors writing in German, like Sabrina Janesch, found 
appropriate narrative modes that enabled them to connect with Polish writers such 
as Olga Tokarczuk or Stefan Chwin. The purpose of  Janesch’s recent novel Katzen-
berge (2010) is to allow access to the collective memory and history of  this commu-
nity, while magical-realist techniques facilitate readers’ affective identification and 
empathy when, for instance, supernatural objects are made handgreiflich (�palpable”) 
in Hannah Arendt’s sense of  the word, according to Egger.
The historical and moral legacies of  World War II go far beyond the ex-
treme violence of  armed conflict; they are indelibly marked by the atrocities of  
the Holocaust. Jessica Ortner’s article focuses on the use of  magical realism in two 
17. FAris, Ordinary Enchantments, 25.
12
Holocaust novels written by contemporary Austrian writers: Doron Rabinovici’s 
The Search for M. (Suche nach M., 1991) and Robert Schindel’s Born-Where (Gebürtig, 
1994). First-generation descendants of  Holocaust survivors, the writers make use 
of  magical-realist writing techniques in order to bear witness both to the extreme 
reality experienced by their parents and to the �double reality” of  the post-war 
generation. According to Ortner, contemporary Holocaust literature does not em-
ploy magical realism in order to address the �original” trauma of  the survivors, but 
rather to suggest the painful lack of  knowledge of  their descendants. Represent-
ing transgenerational trauma almost inevitably raises questions about (and often 
critical objections to) the authenticity and moral authority of  an author’s and/or 
narrator’s voice. Nevertheless, in Ortner’s view, the lack of  first-hand experience 
of  the Holocaust does not necessarily prevent traumatization by �events one can 
never fully know” but only glean from story fragments told by survivors. While 
situated on a different level of  experience, vicarious traumatization, or traumatiza-
tion by proxy, is a common occurrence whose consequences cannot be overlooked. 
A similar point of  view has been shared in the past few years by other theorists as 
well, initiating a dialogue about the legitimacy and sources of  secondary witnessing 
and vicarious traumatization, ultimately leading toward analyses of  literary works 
as trauma work. In 2005, E. Ann Kaplan argued that �most of  us most of  the time 
experience trauma in the ‘secondary’ rather than direct position.”18 Although the 
post-Holocaust generation does not own a traumatic past, its present social reality 
is often ruptured by the �magic code” of  the texts analyzed by Ortner, suggesting 
the descendants’ constant and unavoidable awareness of  that past.
The interplay of  presence and absence, reality and magic, and the coexistence 
of  multiple traumatic histories are Côme Martin’s main points of  interest in his ana-
lyses of  three novels by Jonathan Safran Foer: Everything is Illuminated (2002), Extremely 
Loud & Incredibly Close (2005), and Tree of  Codes (2010). Martin is careful not to label 
Safran Foer’s novels as magical realist, and insists instead on their intertextuality and 
visual experiments, while at the same time acknowledging that they contain �moments 
of  magical realism,” that is, certain passages that rely on magical-realist writing tech-
niques; all three novels seem to employ alternating trauma and magical-realist nar-
ratives. In Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close, for example, the protagonist’s present 
trauma, the loss of  his father, is represented in exclusively realist details, whereas 
traumatic events of  the past, experienced and described by his grandparents, are 
suggested in a magical-realist style as if, opines Martin, the author should intention-
ally refrain from using �inappropriate” fantastic elements when talking about the 
relatively recent terrorist attacks of  September 11, 2001; however, such elements 
seem acceptable when referring to the Holocaust or the bombardment of  Dresden 
in February 1945. The main character’s present universe comes across as �hopelessly 
real” while the representation of  his grandparents’ past rests solidly anchored in 
magical realism. The grandfather’s notebooks, some pages of  which are reproduced 
in the text of  the novel, also suggest the silence imposed by trauma through random 
breaks, blank spaces, and the suspension of  punctuation. According to Martin, Saf-
ran Foer uses the emptiness of  the page in order to flesh out an absence (traumatic 
memory), and at the same time, paradoxically, to fill the traumatic void.
18. E. Ann KAPlAn, Trauma Culture: The Politics of  Terror and Loss in Media and Literature, Rutgers 
University Press, New Brunswick, 2005, 39.
Eugene ArvA & Hubert rolAnd
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 Trauma does not always result from sudden, violent events; it may be also 
often caused by an extended period of  exposure to tense, stressful, or even life-
threatening circumstances, such as living in an oppressive police-state or a dicta-
torship, being the victim of  domestic abuse, etc.; this is the type of  trauma analyzed 
in Franziska Stürmer’s essay about The Pomegranate on the Knoll, a novel by contem-
porary Turkish writer Yaşar Kemal, which details the experiences of  five peasants 
in search for work in the Çukurova plains. Facing a hostile environment to which 
they find it impossible to adapt, Kemal’s characters suffer from a trauma of  aliena-
tion and displacement. Although known mostly for the social realism of  his nov-
els, Kemal chooses to convey his political message by using magical-realist writing 
techniques in order to bring the human toll exacted by the rapidly changing social 
reality of  rural Turkey closer to his readers. According to Stürmer, the writer’s use 
of  magical realism is specifically intended to transmit the traumatic experiences of  
the Çukurova peasants in a way that appeals to the readers’ emotions. The severity 
of  the peasants’ traumatization leads to a �destabilization” of  their reality, which 
they are eventually prompted to rework. Overwhelmed by continuous exposure 
to a harsh natural environment and a society about to lose all trace of  humanity, 
the peasants feel compelled to rewrite the �script” of  their reality in order to cope 
with – work through – their trauma and ultimately to survive. A shattered, unbear-
able reality exacerbated by a feeling of  helplessness inflicted by trauma requires the 
enactment of  a new script tentatively meant to compensate for traumatic expe-
riences too difficult to assimilate and to facilitate the traumatized subjects’ survival. 
Thus, Kemal and his characters seem to validate the concept we have called trau-
matic imagination, the consciousness of  survival to which the human psyche may 
occasionally resort in order to fill a traumatic void by storytelling. 
We need to acknowledge a common thematic thread running through most 
of  the articles in this issue: the coexistence and interaction of  apparently disparate 
historical and geo-cultural memories. This interconnectedness is what tempted us 
to foreground an �archeological” investigation of  magical realism, which may be 
traced back to certain canonical authors of  the 19th century, such as Robert Louis 
Stevenson. His novel The Master of  Ballantrae (1889), analysed by Raphaël Luis in 
this collection, links the presence of  the supernatural and the constant transgres-
sion of  mimetic representation of  real events with the major historical trauma of  
Scotland: the Jacobite uprisings of  1745-1746 which were also referenced in the 
recent referendum campaign on Scottish independence in September 2014. The 
construction of  magical-realist effects in Stevenson’s stylized narration seems to 
be intended to imagine a Highlands community founded on a feeling of  repression 
that left its trace in the consciousness that Stevenson wished to portray as a writ-
er and an intellectual. Following Amaryll Chanady’s statement that magical-realist 
specificity consists in a narrator’s constant reluctance to provide an explanation of  
the magical elements contained in the diegesis, as if  the supernatural were actually 
entirely normal,19 Luis comments on Stevenson’s ambivalences which question the 
novel’s narrative reliability.
All the critical texts in this collection make references to, or set up on their own, 
an uncompetitive dialogue between different individual and collective memories in 
a multidirectional fashion. The term �multidirectional memory” was proposed and 
19. cHAnAdy, Magical Realism and the Fantastic, 30.
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defined by Michael Rothberg “as subject to ongoing negotiation, cross-referencing, 
and borrowing; as productive and not privative.” According to Rothberg, �[t]his 
interaction of  different historical memories illustrates the productive, intercultural 
dynamic that [he calls] multidirectional memory.”20 Rothberg’s argument rests on the 
widespread scholarly use of  Holocaust memory as a steppingstone toward analyses 
of  other previous or later histories of  violence through borrowing and cross-refer-
encing, and on the willful overuse and overemphasis of  its uniqueness. 
Trauma essentially precludes any factual representation, which tends to 
make any post-traumatic narrative fundamentally aporetic (or a magical-realist nar-
rative downright deceptive) but nonetheless true. Jesús Benito also acknowledges 
the potential of  magical realism, as a postmodern writing style, to express the 
unpresentable: �[…] frequently testifying to the silenced experiences of  margina-
lity – magic-al realism approaches the ideologies of  the postmodern by continually 
breaching the mimetic contract […]. While proposing alternative, non-empirical 
perspectives on the real, magical realism adamantly remains within the realm of  
significant deception.”21 As a narrative strategy that has proved to be a viable 
medium for representing historical traumata, magical realism remains a fixture in 
contemporary writing not only because of  an ongoing sociopolitical climate of  
violence (war, terrorism, police brutality, etc.), but also because of  its compelling 
aesthetic qualities. By juxtaposing or even merging apparently antithetical realities 
and by exacerbating the crisis of  representation, this controversial poetics has de-
veloped a highly subversive potential. Magical realism undermines the ontological 
integrity of  a realist text by including irrational elements, breaks the logic of  sub-
ordination, and ultimately creates a new reality framework,22 which seems to favor 
fresh critical approaches to historical and contemporary events by relying primarily 
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